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ABSTRACT

Our experience of the world is multimodal (vision, language, audio, etc). Although multimodal
learning has recently revolutionized the state-of-the-art performance in many downstream tasks, the
studies regarding its adversarial robustness remain largely unexplored. Therefore, in this project, we
aim to provide an empirical study of adversarial attacks on some representative multimodal models,
such as CLIP. Firstly, we compare how adversarial attacks affect the performance of multi-modal and
uni-modal models. By analyzing the attack success rate (ASR) of adversarial attacks under different
settings, we show the necessity of studying adversarial attacks on multimodal models. Then we
conduct extensive experiments to discuss different aspects of the attack on uni-modal and multi-modal
and found that the text model is often more robust than the image model. Last, we propose a simple yet
effective iterative Co-Attack method, which achieved better performance than the original Co-Attack
[1]. We hope these key observations can provide guidance for both designing dedicated multimodal
adversarial attacks and robust multimodal models, and inspire researchers better understand the
vulnerabilities of multimodal models and develop effective methods for defending against adversarial
attacks. Our code is available at: https://github.com/Eurus-Holmes/Multimodal-Attack.

1 Introduction

Recently, multimodal learning has made great progress and achieved state-of-the-art performance in many downstream
tasks [2, 3, 4], such as image-text retrieval, visual question answering, image and video captioning, etc. As a result of
their success on standard benchmarks, multimodal models are being increasingly used in real-world and safety-critical
scenarios, such as providing assistance to blind people [5], moderating hate speech on social media [6], and some
emerging domains, like Google MUM search 1.

However, the studies regarding adversarial robustness in the multimodal field remain largely unexplored. Only a
few works have focused on the adversarial attack on multimodal models, which typically involves targeting a single
modality with perturbations in order to attack the model using standard adversarial attack methods [7, 8, 9]. There are
currently two critical challenges [1]: 1). Multimodal models, such as those used in Vision-and-Language Pre-training
(multimodal), involve multiple modalities and often perform non-classification tasks like image-text cross-modal
retrieval. As a result, it is impractical to directly apply standard adversarial attack methods to these models. One
solution to this problem is to conduct adversarial attacks on the model’s embedding representation instead of the
downstream task labels. However, the complex structure of multimodal embedding representations makes it difficult
to understand how different attack settings will affect the performance of the attack. 2). When attempting to attack

1https://blog.google/products/search/introducing-mum
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the embedding representation of a multimodal model, it is necessary to consider the adversarial perturbations for each
modality collaboratively, rather than independently. This is because the attack may fail if the perturbations for each
individual modality work against each other, resulting in a "1 + 1 < 1" effect. In other words, the combined effect of the
perturbations on the different modalities may be less than the sum of their individual effects. To successfully attack a
multimodal model, it is essential to take this potential conflict into account and design the adversarial perturbations
accordingly.

Therefore, in this project, we aim to provide an empirical study for adversarial attacks on some representative multimodal
models, such as CLIP [10]. Firstly, we compare how adversarial attacks affect the performance of multi-modal and
uni-modal models. By analyzing the attack success rate (ASR) of adversarial attacks under different settings, we
show the necessity of studying adversarial attacks on multimodal models. Then we conduct extensive experiments
to discuss the different degrees of attack on uni-modal and multi-modal and found that the text model is often more
robust than the image model. Last, we propose a simple yet effective iterative Co-Attack method, which achieved better
performance than the original Co-Attack [1]. We hope these key observations can provide guidance for both designing
dedicated multimodal adversarial attacks and robust multimodal models, and inspire researchers better understand the
vulnerabilities of multimodal models and develop effective methods for defending against adversarial attacks.

2 Related Works

2.1 Multimodal Learning

Our experience in the world is multimodal that is related to various feelings, including texture touching, sound hearing,
odor smelling, and flavor tasting. Modality refers to the way in which something happens or is experienced and a
research problem is characterized as multimodal when includes multiple such modalities.[11] Artificial Intelligence
needs to interpret the explain multimodal messages in order to help humanity better understand the world. Multimodal
machine learning is developed from this perspective, aiming to build models that can process and interpret the related
information from modalities. In recent years, audio-visual speech recognition and language and vision models are
two issues that multimodal machine learning researchers mainly focus on. For multimodal machine learning research
problems, there are mainly five challenges: the representation of multimodal data with eliminated redundancy and
improved complementary, the translation of mapped data from various modal sources, the alignment of relationships
between elements from different modalities, the fusion of various modalities information, and the development of a
co-learning algorithm to build computational model and generate prediction results.

2.2 Multimodal Models and Downstream Tasks

Multimodal models mainly learn the semantic correspondence between different modalities by pre-training on large-
scale data. Recent advances in this field have led to several state-of-the-art performances, such as ViLBERT [12],
VisualBERT [13], MMBT [14], and Pythia [15], while also engendering the collection of several multimodal datasets,
such as Flickr30K [16], MSCOCO [17], Hateful Memes [6], Visual Question Answering (VQA) [18], and Visual
Commonsense Reasoning (VCR) [19]. In this project, we focus on the Image-Text Retrieval task. For instance, we
expect the model to associate "dog" in images with "dog" in context. Most recently, a new category of multimodal
applications emerged with an emphasis on multimodal models: media description. One of the important tasks according
to this application is the image-text retrieval task which includes two sub-tasks: mage-to-text retrieval (TR) and
text-to-image retrieval (IR). It calculates the feature similarity score firstly for all image-text pairs to retrieve the Top-N
candidates and then calculates the matching score for ranking.

2.3 Adversarial Attack for Multimodal models

After years of development, multimodal machine learning has become important in classification tasks for integrity
enforcement of context in advertisements and social media.[20] Current information consisting of text and images fits
the language and visual model. Some politically extremist groups attempting to post misleading or violent content
without being detected and removed might attempt to circumvent such models.[21] Multimodal models are vulnerable
to threats against image-only and text-only models. Adversarial attacks are common and widely researched in computer
vision and natural language process fields, corresponding to image-only and text-only models. It is proposed to
demonstrate the vulnerability of deep learning models.[22] For the image-only model, the most common adversarial
attacks are gradient-based, such as PGD [23], FGSM [24] and SI [25]. For the text-only model, the most recent and
successful attacks are based on a token-based approach which is implemented by modifying or replacing some toke of
input text source in order to mislead the model and output wrong embedding. Multimodal attacks has been evaluated by
examining the vulnerability of multimodal models to adversarial threats on unimodal models in [26]. It attacks the
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image model and text model separately and delivers the composited result after attacks, evaluating the effect of the
unimodal attack on multimodal tasks. In recent, researchers proposed a new approach called Collaborative Multimodal
Adversarial Attack (Co-Attack) [1] on multimodal that attacks the embedding of image model and text model together
to accomplish attacks on multimodal models.

3 Methods

Inspired by [1]’s work, we consider attacking embedding representations. When we view text modality and image
modality separately, their embedding is attacked by different methods. For text attack, we focus on BERT-Attack [27]
at token-level:

δt = argmaxx′
t
(∥ Et(x

′
t)− Et(xt) ∥)− xt

while for image attack, we consider PGD [23]:

δi = ϵi · sign(∇x′
i
L(Ei(x

′
i), Ei(xi)))

where δt and δi are the perturbations on the embeddings of text and image respectively, xi and xt represent the original
image and text, x′

i and x′
t represent the perturbed image and text, and Et(·) and Ei(·) map the image and text to their

respective embedding spaces.

For multimodal attack, a vanilla attacking method is directly substituting the text embedding Et(·) and image embedding
Ei(·) with the multimodal embedding Em(·, ·):

δt = argmaxx′
t
(∥ Em(Ei(xi), Et(x

′
t))− Em(Ei(xi), Et(xt)) ∥)− xt

δi = ϵi · sign(∇x′
i
L(∥ Em(Ei(x

′
i), Et(xt))− Em(Ei(xi), Et(xt)) ∥))

which means attacking the image and text separately without considering the consistency between their perturbations.
One of the main challenges of multimodal attack is the difference in the way the continuous image modality and the
discrete text modality are represented. This gap in representation can make it difficult to effectively carry out the attack.
To address this issue, another multimodal attack method is called Co-Attack [1], which encourages the perturbed image
embedding away from the perturbed text embedding by perturbing the input text first and acquire x′

t, and then:

max L(Em(Ei(x
′
i), Et(x

′
t)), Em(Ei(xi), Et(x

′
t))) + α · L(Em(Ei(x

′
i), Et(x

′
t)), Em(Ei(xi), Et(xt)))

where Em(·) map the image and text embeddings to the multimodal embedding space, and α is the hyper-parameter
controlling the importance of the second term. More specifically, this scheme follows a step-by-step process. First, it
perturbs the discrete inputs (text) and then perturbs the continuous inputs (image) based on the perturbation of the text.
This order is used because it is difficult to optimize the objective when working in the discrete space of the text inputs.
The initial perturbation of the text serves as a criterion for the subsequent perturbation of the image inputs. Therefore,
the above optimization problem can be easily solved by PGD-like procedures. However, whether image or text can
be considered as an optimization criterion is a question worth studying. In the following section, we will explore the
significance of the attack order and compare the results of image-first and text-first approaches on downstream tasks.

Furthermore, based on Co-Attack, we also proposed a simple yet effective iterative multimodal attack method, named
Iterative Co-Attack. It will repeatedly modify its input in a small, carefully chosen way in order to cause the model to
make a mistake. Then uses the model’s feedback to guide their modifications, gradually increasing the strength of the
attack until the model’s output is sufficiently different from the correct result. We will discuss the effect of the attack on
the number of iterations on the performance of the model in the subsequent experimental sections.

Lastly, since CLIP is an aligned multimodal model, which uses contrastive learning rather than based on embedding
fusion. We also consider another commonly used type of multimodal model based on fusion, such as ALBEF [28]. For
fused multimodal models, Co-Attack collaboratively perturbs the text and image, and all the perturbations are measured
using multimodal embeddings. In this scenario, Co-Attack aims to reduce the angle between text-modal perturbation
and image-modal perturbation and enlarge the perturbation itself. We also design experiments to compare the results of
Co-Attack before multimodal fusion, after multimodal fusion, and both before and after the fusion.

4 Experiments

In experiments, we designed 6 different experiments to see how different features can affect the attacking successful
rate. All experiments are conducted on the Flickr30K [16] dataset and evaluated by image-text retrieval task, including
image-to-text retrieval (TR) and text-to-image retrieval (IR).
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Attack
Text Retrieval Image Retrieval

R@1 R@5 R@10 R@1 R@5 R@10

Text-only 19.60 10.40 6.40 20.88 18.92 14.86

Image-only 55.50 47.50 41.40 43.44 46.72 42.88

Multi-modal
Vanilla 64.50 60.10 52.10 50.56 59.58 57.32

Co-Attack 74.30 78.90 75.50 58.08 75.60 77.26

Table 1: Comparison results of multimodal attack with the text-only and image-only attack on image-text retrieval.

4.1 Comparison results of Multimodal Attack with Text-only and Image-only Attack

Firstly, we compare how adversarial attacks affect the performance of multi-modal and uni-modal models. We perform
attacks on a text-only attack, an image-only attack, and two multimodal attacks which include the vanilla attack, and
the co-attack. We evaluate each attack with six different situations: text retrieval with 1 sample, 5 samples, and 10
samples, and image retrieval with 1 sample, 5 samples, and 10 samples. Table 1 shows comparison results of multimodal
attacks with the text-only and image-only attacks on image-text retrieval. We can see there, with text-only attacks and
image-only attacks, the success rate is related low compared with the multi-modal attack. And the text-only attack has
an extremely low success rate. Only 6.4% has been successfully attacked when we retrieve 10 samples. However, we
can see that co-attack can be achieved by almost 80%. This can give us a clue that the text model is kind of robust. And
multimodal is very vulnerable.

Figure 1: Comparison results of Text-only Attack with different number of attacking samples

4.2 Attack More Text

For text-only attacks, we use BERT-Attack [29], which is a high-quality and effective method to generate adversarial
samples using pre-trained masked language models exemplified by BERT. We contribute more experiments with
BERT-Attack under the different numbers of attack samples, the baseline has 10 samples. We have run an attack for 1,
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5, 10, 15, and 20 samples to see what could be the difference. Not very surprisingly, the successful attack rate remains
the same. In figure 1, we can see the six lines are all almost parallel with the x-axis, with a few changes. From the
graph, it is very clear that increasing attacking samples, cannot lead to a rise in the attacking success rate.

4.3 Attack More Image

For the third experiment, we want to evaluate if an increasing attacking area of an image could result in a higher
attacking successful rate. For image attacks, we use PGD attack [23], which aims to change the result of a segmentation
prediction to a proposed target. We did experiments under epsilon values of 1, 2, 4, and 8, which represent different
levels of perturbation on the image. Looking at figure 2, we found that the increasing epsilon will lead to a rise in the
success rate. We can conclude that the image model might be less Robust than the Text model.

Figure 2: Comparison results of Image-only Attack with different levels of image perturbation

4.4 Attack More Multimodal: Image First or Text First?

For the multimodal attack, our baseline has the attack method of Co-attack that perturbs the image based on the results
of perturbing text. So we want to find in which order to perturb them is optimal, or which of the text and image is the
criterion. In table 2, we found that if we follow the original order which is perturbing the image based on the results of
perturbing text, it will have a slightly better result of 77.26% than if we change the order that perturbs the text based on
the results of perturbing image, that is 68.30% success when we retrieve 10 image samples. These experiments show
that for both text retrieval and image retrieval tasks, perturbing text first before the image yields a better success rate. So
we can see that text is a better criterion than image for the multimodal model.

4.5 Iterative Co-Attack

Our next experiment explores the results for more iterations of Co-Attack, as is shown in Figure 3. Given the constraints
of the perturbations such as epsilon unchanged, when we use more iterations, the attack becomes more successful for all
the text and image retrieval tasks. So there is the idea of iterative Co-Attack: it can be further optimized and modified,
but this is the naive version of the idea. But we also need to consider the trade-off with attack cost: more iterations lead
to higher costs of time and computation, while the marginal benefits become smaller.
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Figure 3: Comparison results of Co-Attack with different number of Iteration

Co-Attack
Text Retrival Image Retrival

R@1 R@5 R@10 R@1 R@5 R@10

Image ->Text 69.20 70.80 64.50 54.38 68.42 68.30

Text ->Image 74.30 78.90 75.50 58.08 75.60 77.26

Table 2: Comparison results of Co-Attack with different Attacking orders: perturbs the text based on the results of
perturbing image VS. perturbs the image based on the results of perturbing text.

4.6 Attack Multimodal Model based on Embedding Fusion

For the last experiments, CLIP is an aligned multimodal model and does not have fusion, so Co-Attack uses contrastive
learning to learn the perturbed text and perturbed image together. Another commonly used type of multimodal model is
the fused multimodal model, such as ALBEF. For fused multimodal models, Co-Attack collaboratively perturbs the text
and image, and all the perturbations are measured using multimodal embeddings. Co-Attack aims to reduce the angle
between text-modal perturbation and image-modal perturbation and enlarge the perturbation itself. To explore how
robust the fused model is under perturbed text, under the perturbed image, and under both, we check the performance
of Co-Attack if we feed the already perturbed text and image embeddings to the multimodal encoder. Table 3 shows
that for the former case, the attack is less successful than performing the perturbations on the multimodal embeddings,
which is Co-Attack. However, feeding a perturbed image to Co-Attack will make it more powerful.

5 Conclusion

In this project, we aim to study adversarial attacks on some representative multimodal models, such as CLIP [10]. By
analyzing the attack success rate (ASR) of adversarial attacks under different settings, we show the necessity of studying
adversarial attacks on multimodal models. Furthermore, we conduct extensive experiments to discuss the different
degrees of attack on uni-modal and multi-modal and found that the text model is often more robust than the image
model. Lastly, we propose a simple yet effective iterative Co-Attack method, which achieved better performance than
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Co-Attack
Attack image Attack text Attack both

R Mean R Mean R Mean

Attack before multimodal fusion 27.92 11.4 39.98

Attack after multimodal fusion - - 55.39

Attack both multimodal fusion 80.14 50.93 80.23

Table 3: Comparison results of Co-Attack before multimodal fusion and after multimodal fusion and both multimodal
fusion

the original Co-Attack [1]. In the future, we are expected to propose a more unified multimodal attack or multimodal
data poisoning method. We hope these key observations can provide guidance for both designing dedicated multimodal
adversarial attacks and robust multimodal models, and inspire researchers better understand the vulnerabilities of
multimodal models and develop effective methods for defending against adversarial attacks. In this project, we aim
to study adversarial attacks on some representative multimodal models, such as CLIP [10]. By analyzing the attack
success rate (ASR) of adversarial attacks under different settings, we show the necessity of studying adversarial attacks
on multimodal models. Furthermore, we conduct extensive experiments to discuss the different degrees of attack on
uni-modal and multi-modal and found that the text model is often more robust than the image model. Lastly, we propose
a simple yet effective iterative Co-Attack method, which achieved better performance than the original Co-Attack [1].
In the future, we are expected to propose a more unified multimodal attack or multimodal data poisoning method. We
hope these key observations can provide guidance for both designing dedicated multimodal adversarial attacks and
robust multimodal models, and inspire researchers better understand the vulnerabilities of multimodal models and
develop effective methods for defending against adversarial attacks.
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